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The Promise of 

Deep Learning

Figure from “Learning Deep 

Architectures for AI” - Bengio 2009



The Promise of 

Deep Learning

Figure from “Learning Deep 

Architectures for AI” - Bengio 2009

Is this what Deep Learning is 
doing?



The Reality of

Modern Deep 

Learning

Figure from “Intriguing properties of 

neural networks” Szegedy et al 2013
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AI Safety



AI safety problems

Source: DeepMind Safety Research blog post (Ortega et al, 
2018)

Specification Robustness Assurance

Define the purpose of 
the system

Design the system to 
withstand perturbations

Monitor and control 
system activity

https://medium.com/@deepmindsafetyresearch/building-safe-artificial-intelligence-52f5f75058f1


Robustness and Shortcuts

● Underspecification → shortcuts → lack of robustness

● Shortcuts are unreliable.



Specification and Reward Hacking



Robustness and Goal Misgeneralization



Assurance methods can reveal hidden failures



Assurance and Trojans

● “Right for the wrong reasons”
● Deception



3) Assurance

Recap of examples:

1) Specification

2) Robustness

Source of failure: designer 

provides bad reward function

Source of failure:

Agent learns bad 

reward function

Source of failure:

Model optimizes 

performance via 

unacceptable means



Two kinds of AI safety:

AI safety (1): Make current machine learning systems more reliable.

- “Concrete Problems in AI Safety” - Amodei et al 2016

- Often called “short-term” AI safety

- Classic example: self-driving cars

AI safety (2): Reduce existential risks (Xrisks) from advanced AI systems.

- “Superintelligence: paths, dangers, strategies” - Bostrom 2014

- Often called “long-term” AI safety

- Classic example: paperclip-maximizer



AI Alignment

AI Alignment = How to get AI systems to do what we want

AI Alignment = How to get AI systems to try to do what we want

AI Alignment = A rebranding of “AI (existential) safety”...  A community of people 

trying to reduce the chance of AI leading to premature human extinction.

Technical

Socio-Technical

Intent
Alignment



● Problem 3: Safety-performance trade-offs:

There are strong incentives to build highly effective AI systems, even if 

there’s a small chance of losing control.

● Problem 2: Instrumental convergence:

Power-seeking may emerge from situational awareness and long-term goal-

directed behavior, even for seemingly innocuous goals.

● Problem 1: Misalignment:

We don’t know how to instill the right goals/intentions in an AI system, even 

for present day machine learning problems.

Recap: basic 3-point argument for AI x-risk
(according to David)



Problem 1: Misalignment



Problem 1: Misalignment
https://deepmindsafetyresearch.medium.com/specificatio

n-gaming-the-flip-side-of-ai-ingenuity-c85bdb0deeb4



Problem 2: Instrumental Reasoning

24/69

Examples:

● “The ends justify the 

means”

● Making money so you 

can fund charities 

(“Philanthro-capitalism”)

● Exploration 

(vs. exploitation) in 

reinforcement learning



Or

Accident Misuse Structural Risk

● Arenas of geopolitical competition where AI could play a role:

○ Military

○ Economic

○ Cybersecurity

○ Propaganda

● Governments (or other actors) may be faced with a choice:

Option 1:

Safe AI 

system 

Option 2:

Strong AI 

system 

● Human-in-the-loop
● Interpretable
● Extensively tested
● Restricted domain 

of operation

● Super-human speed
● Black box
● More experimental
● Connected to the 

internet (of things)
● 10% chance we win
● Less risk of 

misbehavior

● 90% chance we win
● More risk of 

misbehavior

Problem 3:
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Timeline of AI x-risk

“We had better be 

quite sure that the 

purpose put into the 

machine is the 

purpose which we 

really desire and not 

merely a colorful 

imitation of it” -

Norbert Wiener, 1960

“At some stage 

therefore we should 

have to expect the 

machines to take 

control” - Alan 

Turing, 1951

“I fear none of the existing 

machines; what I fear is the 

extraordinary rapidity with which 

they are becoming something very 

different to what they are at 

present.” - Erewhon (Samuel 

Butler, 1872)

“The AI does not hate 

you, nor does it love 

you, but you are made 

out of atoms which it 

can use for something 

else.“ - Eliezer 

Yudkowsky, 2006

“There will be a strong and 

increasing pressure to improve AI up 

to human-level. If there is a way of 

guaranteeing  that superior artificial 

intellects will never harm human 

beings then such intellects will be 

created. If there is no way to have 

such a guarantee then they will 

probably be created nevertheless.”

- Nick Bostrom, 1998



Timeline of AI x-risk
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2013

2012

2014

2013 2016

2021

2020
2016

“AI Alignment”

2022

“AI Alignment”

going mainstream



“Existential” risk

https://www.safe.ai/statement-on-ai-risk

https://www.safe.ai/statement-on-ai-risk


“Existential” risk

https://www.safe.ai/statement-on-ai-risk

Not just a technical problem!

https://www.safe.ai/statement-on-ai-risk




● Problem 1: There are strong incentives to build highly effective AI systems, 

even if there’s a small chance of losing control.

● Problem 2: The most effective AI systems will pursue goals autonomously. 

● Problem 3: We don’t know how to instill correct goals in an AI system.

The basic 3-point argument for AI existential risk
(according to me)



Culpability Triangle

Recklessness: foreseen risks 

Negligence: foreseeable risks

Accident / “strict liability”: 

unforeseeable risks 

misuse

accident

???



Types of man-made Xrisk

Malicious use:                 Accident:                Structural risk:              

Low chance of extinction 

is a common good

38Aum Shinrikyo



Safe… and Trustworthy AI

Won’t get out-of-control…

…and we know that it won’t…



…even if risky behavior is tempting!

Safe… and Trustworthy… and Responsible AI

Won’t get out-of-control…

…and we know that it won’t…



AI safety problems

Source: DeepMind Safety Research blog post (Ortega et al, 
2018)

Specification Robustness Assurance

Define the purpose of 
the system

Design the system to 
withstand perturbations

Monitor and control 
system activity

https://medium.com/@deepmindsafetyresearch/building-safe-artificial-intelligence-52f5f75058f1


Robustness





Key Problem: Distributional Shift

“Distribution-Shift — the hidden reason self-driving cars aren’t safe yet.”  NuronLabs 2020



Experiment: replicate test set creation

“Do ImageNet 

Classifiers 

Generalize to 

ImageNet?”
Benjamin Recht*, 

Rebecca Roelofs, 

Ludwig Schmidt, 

Vaishaal Shankar 

UC Berkeley

“*Authors ordered alphabetically. 

Ben did none of the work.” 



Experiment: Change DNN initialization by one (trailing!) bit



Robustness Research in Deep Learning / Computer Vision

● Adversarial Robustness

● non-Adversarial Robustness

● Invariant Prediction /

Out-of-distribution (OOD)

generalization



Adversarial Robustness



Adversarial Robustness

● Massive research area 

● General findings:

○ Attacks generalize across models

○ You don’t need to know which model you’re attacking 

(“black box” attacks work)

○ Defenses don’t work very well

■ ...unless the attacker doesn’t anticipate them 

(“security-by-obscurity”)



Non-Adversarial 

Robustness 

(lower is more robust)

● Models are getting 

better overall

● But not more robust in 

particular



“Minimal Capabilities Externalities”: Dan Hendrycks’s goal



Underspecification: Adversarial Features

“Adversarial Examples Are Not Bugs, They Are Features” - Ilyas et al. 2019



Shortcuts

● Underspecification → shortcuts → lack of robustness

● Challenge: How to identify “shortcuts”?

○ Shortcuts are unreliable.



Specification



Approaches to Learning Specifications

59



Imitation Learning: Problem of compounding errors

● Solution: human-in-the-loop 

● Limited to human expert level

“DAgger” → 



Inverse Reinforcement Learning

● What if AIs could figure out what humans are trying to do (by 

watching them), and do that?

● I.e. what is the goal(=“reward function”) of the human

Super-human 

helicopter piloting! →

Pieter Abbeel, Adam Coates, Andrew Y Ng, 

2010



Cooperative Inverse Reinforcement Learning

Dylan Hadfield-Menell, 2016



Reward Modelling: Learning from Human Preferences



Assurance



We don’t know how Deep Learning or DNNs work

● DNNs are “black boxes”

● No theory explains how Deep Learning works

● Approaches:
○ Try to visualize what’s going on

○ Test theories via interventions

○ See if theories help people predict DNN behavior

○ Prove things

○ Don’t use Deep Learning

○ …





● Basic idea: 

○ After learning, measure progress in terms of information gain.  

○ If it’s small, you didn’t overfit (too much) 









Sample of my Research on 

Alignment Failures



Defining and Characterizing 

Reward Gaming
Joar Skalse*, Niki Howe, Dmitrii Krasheninnikov, David Krueger*

*equal contributionAKA: “When is it OK to optimize a proxy?”





What is “reward gaming”?

Ungameable: replaces < with = or vice versa
Simplification: replaces < with =



● Thm 1: (non-trivial) ungameability is impossible when considering all policies

⇒ need to restrict policy set,

● Thm 2: for finite    , ungameable pairs always exist!

● Thm 3: for finite    , not every R can be simplified.

● Characterization of infinite     remains incomplete… 

Summary of Results (Standard finite MDP assumptions)

Tentative conclusions:
● Maybe we shouldn’t be optimizing proxy rewards at all?
● Optimization as a heuristic not a goal.

○ View reward modelling, etc. as policy learning methods.



Goal Misgeneralization in Deep 

Reinforcement Learning
Lauro Langosco*, Jack Koch*, Lee Sharkey*, Jacob Pfau, Laurent Orseau, David Krueger



1. Capability generalization failure: capabilities fail to transfer from the training 

distribution

2. Goal misgeneralization: capabilities generalize OOD, but policy pursues the 

wrong goal.

Goal misgeneralization

Two ways to fail out-of-distribution:



Capability failure

The agent’s observations are corrupted 

by changing contrast.

What the agent sees:



Goal Misgeneralization

● The policy is capable

● The policy is goal-directed

● Yet it still fails!



Goal Misgeneralization Formalized

Main idea: define mixtures pagt(𝛕) and pdev(𝛕) over trajectories

● The agent mixture pagt(𝛕) gives P(𝛕 | policy is goal-directed)

● The device mixture pdev(𝛕) gives P(𝛕 | policy is not goal-directed)

Orseau, Laurent, Simon McGregor McGill, and Shane Legg. "Agents and devices: A relative definition of agency." arXiv 

preprint arXiv:1805.12387 (2018).





User interest

Content

Goal: get the content to match the user’s interests

Time



User interest

Content

Goal: get the content to match the user’s interests

Time



Radicalizing Users with RL

😐User

(state)

Click

(reward)

Content

(action)

😐 😐 😐🧐 😲

Paths of Influence:  Good Bad



Want: AI systems that track and/or 

predict changes in the user without 

“wanting”/“trying” to influence 

them.

N.B.: “Not trying to influence X”

≠

“Trying not to influence X”



● Unit test for 

“myopic” RL (𝛾=0):

● Agent plays the 

prisoner’s dilemma 

against its 

past/future self

● Does not know the 

previous action!

Can hidden incentives be accidentally revealed?

cooperation = 

non-myopic behavior =  

instrumental goals = 

FAILURE!

(...but also higher average reward!)



Experiments: “unit test”
1) Meta-Learning

2) Causal 

“Confusion”

REINFORCE

Q-learning

cooperation = 

non-myopic behavior = 

instrumental goals = 

FAILURE!

PBT



Recap: Sources of Specification Failure

1) Reward Gaming

2) Goal Misgeneralization

3) Incentive Mismanagement

Source of failure: designer 

provides bad reward function

Source of failure:

agent learns bad 

reward function Source of failure:

Model optimizes 

performance via 

unacceptable means
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